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A delightfully prepared wedding invitation card is something that your guests will cherish long after
the extraordinary wedding day. Choose a design that reflects the kind of marriage you want to have.
I would like to tell you that creative and unique wedding invitations are always remembered for a
long period of time and therefore you need to opt for handmade invites no matter what it takes!
Unique wedding invitation cards can herald unexpected and exceptional weddings. If you want to
convey playfulness or romance then you need to opt for an invitation card that appropriately
captures the wedding mood. It should also communicate the right message to your guests in an
interesting way. In this article, we are going to offer you a wide range of creative ideas for unique
marriage invitations.

Now, given below are some of the most creative ideas regarding innovative marriage invitations.
Make sure you pay proper attention towards the below mentioned points.

Handkerchief Summons

Handkerchief invitations and summons are unforgettable and intriguing. Perfect for adventure -
themed marriages, satin or cotton fabric can be digitally written using maps to an extraordinary
wedding landmarks, location, romantic expressions, creative artwork and poems. Safeguarding the
handkerchiefs in marriage card stock sleeves is an amazing method for you to express important
marriage information such as the bride names and the marriage date.

Balloon Invitations

Balloon summons are an amazing method for you to communicate a playful and fanciful marriage
theme. Bright colored balloons are engraved with your name and that of your partner along with the
marriage date and then secured to a wedding card inviting the receiver to blow up the balloon. You
can simply encircle a response card and extra information with balloon. For amazing results, match
these additional to the design and color scheme of the balloon.

Faux Boarding Pass Summons

Faux Boarding Pass invitations are particularly apt for destination weddings and delicately converse
the need for your guests to make exceptional flight arrangements. Boarding passes can be crafted
to match your wedding theme and colors, and might comprise in etchings of a beach for a Hawaiian
style wedding or a complicated villa for a Italy style wedding.

Secret Agent Summons and Invitations

Secret agent invitations and summons guarantee your guests an engaging and fun, marriage
celebration. You can opt for a secret file folder detailing your marriage location, date, fingerprints
and names along with some attraction cards. This would surely enhance the excitement of your
marriage ceremony. Another great thing to do is to draw wording from your favorite fantasies,
engrossing books or spy movies in order to create some anticipation for your marriage.

So, these are some of the most amazing ideas for unique wedding invitations. You got to keep all
your options open and choose the right options no matter what it takes. An extensive online
research can surely help you in a big way. Read this article carefully for further information on this
topic. This article could definitely offer you some great help. Have a lot of fun while choosing some
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creative ideas for your marriage invitations!
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